MWAA and Reagan National Airport
 Background






DCA and IAD only U.S. commercial airports owned by federal government
MWAA created by regional compact with DC and Virginia to operate, develop airports
Important to keep airports ‘balanced.’
Regulatory decisions, economics contribute to current imbalance
Imbalance causes economic problems; contributes to Arlington County noise issues

 Key Economic Driver





MWAA operations account for 4.5 percent of regional GDP
Provide or support more than 52,000 Arlington County jobs (DCA alone = 21,882 jobs)
Provide or support $1.9 billion in Arlington County labor income
Support more than $220 million in Arlington County state and local taxes
(source: 2012 MWAA Economic Impact Study)
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Discussion Topics
 Airport / Air Traffic Roles, Responsibilities
 FAA has exclusive control of planes in flight, airspace, flight paths and altitudes
 Airlines control flight schedules and types of aircraft used (subject to FAA approval)
 Potomac River corridor near DCA is utilized for arrivals and departures
 Communities nearest the river experience the most aircraft noise

 Airports Authority controls airport facility development, maintenance and leasing
 Oversees Nighttime Noise Rule regulation
 Restricts aircraft type and weight (not real-time noise output of planes in flight)
 Most aircraft operating at DCA comply with the nighttime noise rule
 1980 rule, difficult to modify. Not a curfew

 Provides a level playing field for all airline tenants to operate successfully

 Developments in Recent Years
 Growth in activity between 10 p.m. and 7a.m., a previously quiet time
 Limitations on flight operations is the purview of the federal government
 DCA has always been a 24-7 airport
 No slot “controls” from midnight to 6 a.m. (when demand does not approach 60 operations/hour)

 Recent flight path changes by FAA part of national airspace re-design (NextGen)
 Aircraft are flying more precise (narrower) flight paths
 Benefits: Fewer flight delays, less fuel consumption, less pollution
 Benefits: Some communities are less impacted by noise than before
 Challenge: Greater concentration, and more noise, over certain communities

 Changes prompting increase in noise complaints (locally and nationally)
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Responding Regionally to All Communities
Bethesda

McLean

Potomac Palisades
Foxhall / Georgetown
Rosslyn
D.C. (SW)
Crystal City

Old Town

Holland Hills
100+ individuals filed
complaints in 2015; (71 in
2014)

Mt. Vernon
Ft. Washington

Accokeek

50-100 individuals filed
complaints in 2015 (53 in
2014)
Up to 50 individuals filed
complaints in 2015 (<10 in
2014)
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DCA
Arrivals & Departures North Flow
NextGen Procedural Changes
2012 (Pre) versus 2015 (Post)

June 26, 2012

Arrivals

Arrivals

Departures

Departures

September 14, 2015
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DCA
Arrivals & Departures
South Flow NextGen Procedural Changes
2012 (Pre) versus 2015 (Post)

June 28, 2012

Arrivals

Arrivals

Departures

Departures

September 8, 2015
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What is MWAA Doing to Address Noise Issues?
Congress / Regulatory Agencies
• Opposing any changes in current Slot / Perimeter rules
DCA Community Working Group
• Facilitating discussions with citizens, FAA and airlines to address noise issues
• Forwarding noise-abatement recommendations to FAA for consideration
• Discussing opportunities to minimize impacts on neighborhoods
Airlines
• Enforcing Nighttime Noise Rule (issued 36 citations in 2015)
• Attending airline Chief Pilot meetings to relay community concerns and discuss
noise abatement procedures
• Requesting airlines reduce, eliminate louder aircraft, especially in ‘quiet times’
• Engaging airlines directly to urge maximizing ‘time over water’
Noise Information Office
• Brokering discussions with FAA and airlines on flight-path modifications
• Meeting with individuals and citizens groups to address noise issues
• Providing online tools for citizens to track flight paths and altitudes
• Operating noise monitor system (for information only)
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DCA Community Working Group
Mission and Structure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mission: Identify potential noise-mitigation solutions for FAA consideration
Consists of Arlington County appointees DC (Mr. Steven Geiger & Mr. Joseph Pelton)
Also includes Alexandria; D.C.; Fairfax Co.; Montgomery Co.; PG Co. (invited); FAA; airlines
Community representatives appointed by elected officials in each jurisdiction
FAA serves as technical adviser; does not vote on recommendations
MWAA serves as facilitator; does not vote on recommendations
Congressional, local government staff also attend Working Group meetings
Meeting regularly since October (Met 4x thus far; Next meeting in April)

Focus Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flight paths (more time over water, less over land)
Noise-abatement flight procedures
North versus south flow operation decisions
Altitudes for arriving, departing flights
Airport hours of operation
Roles, responsibilities of airport, airlines, FAA
Emerging aircraft technologies
DCA Nighttime Noise Rule (limitations and enforcement)
Noise monitoring systems
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Accomplishments to Date
MWAA-led efforts over the past two years have resulted in or helped lead to:
FAA
• Modification of three DCA flight paths to more closely follow the river and
reduce flying time over land
• Proposal to modify additional northbound departure procedure to reduce the
time aircraft fly over residential areas in DC
Airlines
• American Airlines’ elimination of scheduled MD-80 service at DCA
• Delta Air Lines agreement to eliminate scheduled MD-80 operations at DCA
after 3 p.m.
• Modification of flight procedure by American Airlines to reduce aircraft time
over D.C. residential area near Georgetown Reservoir
Community Working Group
• Two recommendations for FAA to consider flight-path adjustments that would
reduce aircraft flying time over land in DC and other communities
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FAA is Proposing Refinements of LAZIR

(Working Group Recommendation favors Option B)
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MWAA worked with airlines to modify a flight procedure
that decreases flight time over land in DC
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North Flow Departures
(March 2, 2015)
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National Vs. Lazir Departure Procedure
(March 20, 2015)
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North Flow Departures (March 2, 2016) With 1st Quarter
Noise Complaints from Arlington Area
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South Flow Arrivals
(March 17-20, 2015)
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South Flow Arrivals (March 17-20, 2016) With 1st Quarter
Noise Complaints from Arlington Area
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Conclusions
• FAA has exclusive jurisdiction over airspace issues:
flight path, altitude, flow direction
• Changing flight patterns has repercussions for all
stakeholders
• Changing flight patterns over one community has
implications for other communities
• MWAA is committed to working with FAA, airlines,
communities to identify alternatives for FAA and
airlines to consider
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